This study is dedicated to reflector antennas for terrestrial satellite communication systems working in conditions of Q/K a frequency band. The reflector diameter is in the range 9 to 12 m and the ratio of the focal length to the diameter in the range 0,3 to 0,5.
The typical reflector structural variant consists of spatial beam skeleton and mirror reflective segments of three form factors. Five segments are united in one sector ( Fig. 1) and the mirror contains six sectors. Both skeleton and reflective segments are made of polymer composites. The master loads contain gravity force, wind and thermal impacts. The research task is to substantiate list and quantitative values of safety factors for the reflector taking into account its range of working loads and impacts.
PROBLEM FORMULATION
The standard deviation δ of mirror reflective surface is defined as mean value of reflective surface squared deviation d(r) from ideal parabolic surface S:
where r = r(x, y, z) -radius-vectors of reflective surface points. The integral is defined over the surface of ideal parabolic surface. 
where A, C -diffusive and convective matrices; H -pressure gradient matrix; Based on the specified solar radiation intensity and convective heat exchange conditions normalized by the technical requirements, the dependences n δ = (T) of the design values of the safety factor for the standard deviation from the ambient air temperature are obtained for segments of three form factors (Fig. 2a) . (Fig. 2b) .
CONCLUSION
Obtained results lead to following conclusions regarding reflector structural design and the hazard of limiting states appearance.
The segment of form factor 1 is characterized with the greatest safety factors for standard deviation of mirror reflective surface but the segment of form factor is characterized with the least ones in the range of operational temperatures. This is 
